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Outline

• What are Documentation Standards?

• Integrating Recordkeeping with Business Activity 

• The Components of a Documentation Standard 

• Problematic: A Crisis in the Value and Significance of Information
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Documentation Standards and Public Administration

Documentation 
Standards?

Program and Service Delivery

Performance Evaluation Business Requirements

Accountability 
and Stewardship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am beginning with this slide because government is engaged in a different kind of conversation about recordkeeping. Not about recordkeeping per se, but about recordkeeping enabling public administrationAbout the creation of documentation standards as the key step towards integrating recordkeeping with business activity in the context of program and service deliveryAbout documentation standards supporting Management Accountability and Modern Comptrollership, including the measurement of business outcomes and resultsIn many ways about information resource development rather than records managementAbout bringing information discipline and responsibility to public administration through standardsAbout establishing litigation readiness in departments, and security for information assets.And finally about addressing the escalating crisis is the value and significance of information.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Documentation standards focus on creating and capturing information resources in the form of business records to support business requirements. Everything else is about developing and managing the selected information resources through a continuum of business value over time, i.e., investing in preservation and accessibility.Documentation standards for business activity represent the first level intervention by organizations at the desktop or within the web focusing on the business value of information resources regardless of source, form or format.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In effect, we talking about an appraisal process for government information resources codified according to business criteria established in a documentation standard.
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A New Business Requirement Within Government

• Business Managers within government institutions must develop 
documentation standards for business activities conducted within 
their assigned management accountability parameters.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is what we are talking about today, and over the course of the next few minutes, I hope to be able to scope and scale this for you.
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A Little History and Background
• Idea of standards for information first raised by the Information 

Commissioner in 1999

• References and allusions to “duty to document” in Gomery 
Commission and Firearms Registry Inquiry 2004-2006 et al

• Duty to Document: FEDAA and Justice White Paper 2006

• Documentation Standards emerge as a developmental priority for 
government through the ADM TF on Recordkeeping

– Request from ADMs for LAC to issue a new or revised 
Transitory Records Authority leads LAC to the proposition of 
Documentation Standards

– Proposition based on research, analysis and expert advice
– Logically responds to Duty to Document

Presenter
Presentation Notes
John Reid’s intervention was actually formulated as a Duty to Create Records in order to document Government decision-making (not finding records). He was hinting at, I think, the notion of documentation standards, but he conceived of it as a cultural duty framed by ethics rather than as a standard of organizational behavior under a directive or regulations.The key was the request by the ADMTF to revise the TRA. Transitory was considered too nebulous a concept = Preparatory of a subsequent record, or not required by government to conduct business. We ended up turning the concept upside down, and changed the conversation from what agencies were allowed to discard to what agencies need to keep, moving away from waste disposal management to information resource development.The key questions have become: What information resources do we need to create and develop to meet our business requirements? What has ongoing business value and utility in this context?What constitutes a well-documented audit trail to support accountability?How do we redirect our investment in technology?How can we afford ourselves and government protection in instances of audit, investigation and litigation?
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A Little History and Background 2

• The concept of Documentation Standards is not entirely new

– Documentation “requirements” in the form of standardized business information 
are a commonplace in many regulated industries: health care, nuclear safety, 
environmental protection, transportation, etc.

• However, they are practically non-existent within public administration unless part of 
de facto industrial standards related to a sub-set of corollary business functions

• Typically, current ideas or versions of documentation “standards” are not linked to 
declarative decision-making about the asset value and management of information 
resources, nor integrated either strategically or operationally with program or 
business administration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bring information discipline and responsibility to the desktop.Social transformation in the workspace through organizational intervention.
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The Impacts of Documentation Standards

• Critical to the integration of recordkeeping with public administration – establishes a 
new business culture all-inclusive of the foundational resources  $$$ people info  

• Changes the fundamentals and dynamics of recordkeeping

– Assigns accountability for recordkeeping to business managers
– Delegates recordkeeping authority to executive levels
– Establishes IM-IT specialists as enablers
– Establishes the identification of information resources having asset value and 

persistent status as a business priority
– Establishes new rules and parameters for information resource management as 

asset development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the main impacts
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The Propositions of Documentation Standards: What are They? GC View
• Documentation Standards are prescriptions for organizational 

recordkeeping conceived as an information resource development 
function 

• To be developed by government institutions within a codified 
framework of strategy, methodology and process variably linked to 
specific business requirements and needs analysis.

• Within defined and formal parameters of business function and 
process at the institutional or multi-institutional level, 
documentation standards

– Identify the documentary evidence required by organizations 
to operate and account for business activity

– Determine the nature, composition and extent of the 
documentation (regardless of form or format) that needs to be 
created and kept by organizations to satisfy these evidence 
requirements

– Explain how institutions will capture, manage and preserve 
this evidence over time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The real message here is that the concept of documentation standards is not intended to produce standardized evidence requirements applying to all government agencies.Rather, we are talking about a codified framework in which departments express their documentation requirements through business needs analysis.This will happen both on an institution-specific basis and on a multi-institutional basis over time.The Deputies were clear. We do not want an enterprise-wide solution, we want something that is flexible and adaptable to the variable business circumstances in agencies. We want something practical that can be customized. Common solutions will eventually emerge. 
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The Propositions of Documentation Standards: What are they? GC View 2

• By identifying the nature, substance and sum of the documentary 
evidence required by organizations, and by prescribing the manner 
in which it will be continuously created, captured and managed as 
a business asset under institutional custody and control within a  
recordkeeping repository, documentation standards also

– Enable the systematic and timely disposal of unnecessary or 
extraneous information through an accountable and 
documented records disposition process

– Distinguish between information resources of incidental value 
or transitory status to be managed informally by individuals in 
lieu of organizations in temporary information stores, and

– Information resources having asset value or persistent status 
to be formally managed as business records on a continuing 
basis within an authoritative and fully accessible 
recordkeeping repository according to institutional protocols 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two critical points.Systematic and documented records disposal.Organizations will not manage everything created by their employees. They will manage and invest in information resources required to support business requirements, to provide ways and means of measuring results, and to account for decision-making.Documentation standards are created to support the conduct of effective public business administration.
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Links to GC Business Environment 1
• Management Resources, Results Structure Policy 

– Strategic Outcomes
– Program Activity Architecture (PAA), Service Orientation 

Architecture (SOA)
– Governance

• The functional objects of public administration in the Government 
of Canada are Programs and Services and their related Program 
and Service Activities

• Management Accountability Framework (MAF)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the real key, the business integrator for recordkeeping via documentation standards. Essentially, the Government of Canada has decided that the functional objects of its business administration are program and service activity, including for performance measurement, reporting and accountability purposes.It is only logical therefore that documentation standards should be focused on these functional objects at the levels of materiality and granularity determined by agencies in their Program Activity Architecture, or more broadly within government linked to service orientation architecture for internal service activities.
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Links to GC Business Environment 2

• The Management Resources and Results Structure established 
within government institutions will provide the organizational basis 
and framework for the development of documentation standards 
by departments and agencies under a GC Recordkeeping 
Directive or other instrument. 

• All departments and agencies will be required to develop 
documentation standards for their Management Resources and 
Results Structure specifically in reference and application to 
Program Activities at the level of materiality and granularity 
identified under institutional Program Activity Architecture or 
government-wide Service Orientation Architecture. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the requirements as currently stated.
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How are the Links Practically Established?

• The integration of recordkeeping with business activity is achieved through the 
decision-making and contextual information required to develop a documentation 
standard for a Program Activity identified under institutional PAA.

• A GC Documentation Standard is composed of three decision-making and 
documentation modules, each having a number of requirements expressed as 
elements  
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Module 1: Establishing the Business Contexts for Recordkeeping

• Program Activity or Sub-Activity
• Legislative Context
• GC Business Context
• Institutional Business Context
• Program Activity Architecture 
• Office of Primary Interest
• Business Process Model and Program Activity Diagram

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the nature of the business.Key components: Office of Primary InterestBusiness Process Model and Work-Flow
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of how documentation standards are positioned.
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Module 2: Analyzing Business Needs and Specifying Documentation Requirements

• Program Activity Business Requirements

• Program Activity Documentation Requirements I (Outputs and Products)

• Program Activity Documentation Requirements II (Parameters)

• Levels of Documentation Approval and Delegation Authority

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are your documentation requirements?
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Establishing Organizational Reach and Capture
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Module 3: Creating, Capturing and Managing Business Records

• Records Management Requirements
• Recordkeeping Repository 
• Records Disposition Authority
• Access to Information Act Assessment
• Privacy Act Assessment
• Litigation Readiness
• Security Assessment
• Records Destruction Process
• Monitoring
• Audit Status
• Documentation Standard Approval

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How will you manage your business records over time?Key elements:Business value determines retention.Systematic destruction through an authorized and documented processLitigation Readiness: How will you operate under a legal hold?
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Assessment Projects and Status – Early Findings

• Policy Research Function – Human Resources and Social Development Canada 
(HRSDC)

• Human Resources Function – Canadian Public Service Agency (CPSA)

• All Program Activities – Office of the Information Commissioner (OIC)

• Litigation Readiness – Justice Canada, AAFC, CIC, HC, and others. 
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A Crisis in the Value and Significance of Information

• Volume and Productivity
• Control and Accessibility
• Organization and Arrangement
• Functionality and Use
• WeschWorld:

– Ubiquitous networks
– Ubiquitous computing
– Ubiquitous information  
– At unlimited speed
– About everything
– Everywhere
– From anywhere
– On all kinds of devices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Volume2002 School of Information UCal Berkeley 5 exabytes = every word spoken by humankind since the dawn of time2006 IDC 40 exabytes of new = 1,896,000 US Libraries of Congress, 161 total = 12 stacks of books Earth to Sun2008 Information Universe of 2007 is 10% larger than originally estimated at 281 exabytes2011 annual growth rate of 60% projected to 1.8 zettabytes (1,800 exabytes)The myths of technologyUnlimited information storage (factor of 4 or 5)The efficiency of content management toolsThe impacts of technologyThe commercial primacy of the individualThe reduction of organizational access to its information resources and knowledge capacityThe production of prolific, super-voluminous, undifferentiated and ubiquitous information of uncertain or unknown valueDiminished information authority, reliability, stability and accessibility Growing organizational complexity: horizontal, multi-institutional and networked functionalityLimited access to indigenous information and cumulative business memory in the digital environmentIncreasingly transitory and/or ubiquitous information.  Uncertain authority, responsibility and accountabilityKeeping everything rather than managing and preserving information strategically as an intellectual asset determined by business requirements The asset value of information is becoming a dominant issue.
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Social Transformation

• A profound and unprecedented convergence of technology, economics, information, 
organizations and people likely to continue well into the foreseeable or imaginable 
future. 

– continuous advance in information and communications technologies are fundamentally 
changing the way people think about and understand, interpret, assign meaning to, create, 
use, produce, exchange, receive, store and provide information.

– changing the way people gain access to each other and to an enormous variety of 
information, services and technologies offered by business, government and communities. 

– enabling the opening and closing of new forms of personal, social and economic capacities, 
relationships and powers. 

• Orthodoxy is challenged. Standing still is the equivalent of moving backwards.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fundamentally, we need a new form of information resource development literacy to integrate business intelligence with public administration. 
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